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Hi-Line is an independently owned 

and operated entity wagering 

business, seeking to enhance client 

wealth.  

Based in Las Vegas, Hi-Line places 

wagers at Nevada sportsbooks on 

combinations of opportunities 

deemed to have superior reward-to-

risk characteristics. 
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WHAT EXACTLY IS ENTITY WAGERING?

In 2015, Nevada passed Senate Bill 443 which allows registered businesses called “entities” to wager at Nevada sportsbooks 

on behalf of clients.  Currently, the sportbook facilitating entity wagering is CG Technologies, the largest bookmaker in Las

Vegas.  CG’s sportsbook locations include the Venetian, the M Resort, and the Cosmopolitan, among others.

HOW DO CLIENTS START?

Hi-Line sends clients CG’s 

Associated Individual form 

and Hi-Line’s client 

agreement, which clients 

complete and mail back to 

Hi-Line.  

Upon approval and 

background check clearance 

by CG, clients make a wire 

transfer to Hi-Line’s Bank of 

Nevada business account.

The balance is then wired to 

Hi-Line’s CG sportsbook 

account where wagers can 

be executed.

All parties will have records 

of all wire transfers for a 

clean and simplified paper 

trail.
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INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY & PERFORMANCE REVIEW

Combining Investment Expertise with Technology

Each day, Hi-Line applies advanced portfolio optimization to the 

sports betting market with our proprietary algorithm performing 

tens of millions of computations to identify mis-priced betting lines. 

Disciplined

If the odds are favorable, the algorithm constructs a portfolio of 

wagers maximizing reward-to-risk probability.  If betting lines are 

priced correctly, we don’t bet.  It’s that simple.

Dynamic

Each season’s data builds upon prior seasons, allowing the 

algorithm to be expanded, refined, and optimized on a continual 

basis.

Hi-Line takes a unique and sophisticated approach to sports investing. 
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PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

33.96% 87.74% 79.63% 66.27% 38.04% 43.38%

Our average seasonal return since beginning in 
2010 is +56.81%. $10,000 invested with Hi-
Line in 2010 would be $148,673 in 2016.†

†“Seasonal” refers to April, May, and June of the MLB season each year. Returns are based
on simulated results and are gross of tax and fee. 2016 performance is currently being
finalized. Investment returns are not insured by the FDIC and carry risk of loss. Past
returns cannot guarantee future results. Contact us to learn more.
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BIOGRAPHY

Beau Noeske, CFA, has worked for a prominent investment due

diligence and consulting firm for over a decade, serving institutions and

individuals in roles of portfolio construction, tax optimization, and

investment analysis. Mr. Noeske has also earned the Chartered

Financial Analyst designation. The CFA program is a rigorous process

which requires mastering curriculum and passing a series of multi-year

exams covering portfolio management, derivatives, ethics and fiduciary

standards, accounting, quantitative analysis, economics, equities, fixed

income, and alternative investment analysis. Additionally, the charter

requires a minimum of four years of qualified financial industry work

experience. The Chartered Financial Analyst designation is widely

regarded as the premier standard for the investment industry.
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A LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER

Having served as an investment professional for over a decade, a lesson that the market eventually teaches all of us is that pride cannot be a substitute for
substance and objectivity. Many enter the investment industry because being “right” validates their outsized ego (and trust me, the investment business
has no shortage of those). This need for validation can cost clients dearly – if a portfolio manager makes a wrong decision, rather than admit it and re-
evaluate a prudent course of action, the manager often doubles down on his or her original idea to prove “I was right in the first place.” Clients who have
entrusted these managers with their hard-earned money become a secondary concern. Psychological traps like these are common among inexperienced
asset managers, and as it happens, this particular trap is known as the “Gambler’s Fallacy.” So it’s worth noting that in a February 2016 meeting with
Quinton Singleton, then the lead counsel of CG Technologies and the person largely credited with authoring Nevada’s Entity Wagering bill, I asked how
many registered entities to date had a background in finance and asset management. Mr. Singleton said, at the time of that meeting, only one: Hi-Line.

In the investment business, past performance cannot guarantee future results. But, what I can guarantee you is that at Hi-Line, your hard-earned money
will never become a secondary concern. I will treat your money exactly as if it were my own because it’s my fiduciary duty for one, and for two my own
money is also invested in Hi-Line right alongside yours. Hi-Line charges a fee on profits, not assets. That means that if you don’t profit, I don’t profit.
Maximizing wealth over the long-term trumps ego every time. For example, if new patterns emerge which Hi-Line’s algorithm doesn’t recognize, I’m not
too proud to suspend wagering and re-evaluate instead of doubling down and hoping to be proven right. Hope is only a plan for gamblers. And I don’t
gamble. Instead, at Hi-Line, I invite you to invest.

Best,

Beau Noeske, CFA
Managing Director
invest@hi-linesports.com
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FAQS

○ What is your investment minimum?
Currently $1,000. It's subject to increase due to high volume. 

○ What is the fee?
Hi-Line's fee is 20% of investment profits. Hi-Line currently does not charge an 
asset-based fee. 

○ When do you charge the fee?
At season-end or upon client withdrawal, whichever happens first. 

○ Am I guaranteed a profit?
No. Past performance cannot guarantee future results. 

○ What happens if I lose money?
Hi-Line charges 20% of investment profits; if profits are zero or negative, Hi-Line 
would not collect a fee.  Hi-Line's philosophy is that if you don't make money, we 
don't make money. 

○ Are there any other expenses?
Clients are responsible for the wire transfer fees on all deposits and withdrawals. 

○ Why doesn't Hi-Line cover wire transfer fees?
Much the same reason why stock trading platforms don't cover transactions costs - a 
high turnover client, or a competitor posing as a client, could easily create havoc by 
making excessive transactions and rapidly escalating costs. 

○ What sports does Hi-Line wager on?
Hi-Line currently focuses on pro baseball (MLB). 

○ Why only baseball?
Hi-Line's algorithm has been successful in other sports, but baseball provides an 
ideal combination of profitable opportunities with sufficiently high betting limits. We 
do plan to expand to other sports in future years. 

○ Does Hi-Line wager on football?
No. Football has the highest liquidity (betting limits) of any sport, but it’s a relatively 
efficient market (well-informed, with betting lines adjusting rapidly to new 
information) and thus difficult to earn profits consistently. 

○ Do you bet my entire balance?
No. As part of Hi-Line's risk management policy, the maximum amount wagered 
across all games on any single day is 20%, meaning at least 80% of your balance will 
remain in cash on any given wagering day. 

○ Can the 20% ever be wagered on a single bet?
No. The single-bet maximum is 3.5%. 

○ When can I start?
Hi-Line is currently accepting new clients and plans to seed the initial book of 
business in early 2017 in time for the 2017 MLB season. 
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FAQS

○ Is there a lockup period?
No. Clients can request to withdraw assets at any time. If Hi-Line receives a 
withdrawal request after that day's wagers have been placed, funds would be 
withdrawn the following business day. 

○ How long is the baseball season?
Hi-Line typically wagers through April, May, and June of each year. 

○ Can I direct Hi-Line on which games I place wagers?
No. Entity Wagering law SB 443 grants entity wagering firms like Hi-Line sole 
authority to place wagers. 

○ Will I see which games Hi-Line wagers on so I can have a rooting 
interest?
No. Clients will receive a monthly account performance statement but not a report of 
wagers as they occur. 

○ Why don't you publish your wagers?
Though Hi-Line's algorithm is incredibly sophisticated, publishing wagers could 
encourage competitors to attempt to reverse engineer our proprietary investment 
process. 

○ I've read and heard about these sports betting "mutual funds." Is Hi-Line 
an actual mutual fund?
Contrary to commonly used shorthand terminology in this nascent industry, entity 
wagering firms are not actual "mutual funds." Mutual funds require registration and 
ongoing compliance with the SEC. 

○ Why do other entity wagering firms call themselves mutual funds?
They likely have not performed sufficient due diligence to understand that they are 
not actually mutual funds and shouldn't refer to themselves as such. Simply calling 
such a company a "fund" is fine, but "mutual fund" would in fact be misleading 
investors. 

○ How do I know I can trust a firm like Hi-Line?
Hi-Line's Managing Director, Beau Noeske, holds the Chartered Financial Analyst 
designation, and thus is obligated to uphold fiduciary standards, meaning acting in 
the best interest of clients at all times and upholding a strict code of ethical 
standards. Violating this code can result in suspension or revocation of the charter.

○ Are other entity wagering firms bound to these fiduciary 
responsibilities?
Other firms to date have incorrectly referred to themselves as "mutual funds," 
promised profits to clients, and have even created fictional stock ticker symbols to 
appear professional in order to attract business. 

Hi-Line will never take such shortcuts. We have and always will uphold a strict and 
uncompromising stance of integrity in order to attract  and retain the right long-term 
client relationships. 
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DISCLOSURES

Hi-Line Sports Investment Group, LLC (“Hi-Line”) is not a mutual fund, has never claimed to be a mutual fund, and

should not be referred to as such. Any official references to Hi-Line as a mutual fund are not knowingly or purposefully of

Hi-Line’s doing. Hi-Line is not registered with the SEC and has no association with FINRA. Hi-Line is a legally registered

entity wagering firm domiciled in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. Business license and certificate of good standing are available

upon request. Returns shown in presentation and on website are based on simulated results and are gross of tax and fee.

Investment in Hi-Line carries risk of loss, and returns are not insured by the FDIC. Past performance cannot guarantee

future results. Language in this presentation and on Hi-Line’s website, www.hi-linesportsinvestment.com, is for

advertising purposes and should not be considered as investment advice. Hi-Line cannot be held liable for any investment

decisions or actions made by parties privy to this presentation, Hi-Line’s website, or other entity wagering materials.
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